General Notes:
1. This plot represents the light hang for The Annual Festival for Region III of the American College Theatre Festival for 2011 in the Fairchild Theatre at The Auditorium Building located on the campus of Michigan State University in Lansing, Michigan.
2. Final Instrument Placement TBD by Lighting Designer in Space
3. All lighting instruments hung on "10 centers unless otherwise noted.
4. All instruments to be hung within 10" of designer's placement
5. Any instruments with a shared channel may be "two-fed" or Three-fed at Designer's discretion.
6. Spacing is critical (see measurements)
7. All instruments to be taped at 90%, S7In or 15V
8. All instruments are C-Clamp to Center Line C-Clamp
9. All lighting instruments MUST be safely chained
10. This drawing represents visual concepts and construction suggestions only. The designer is responsible to determine the structural or electrical appropriateness of these designs and will not assume responsibility for improper engineering, construction, handling, or use. All work must comply with the most stringent local codes and electrical codes.
11. Units designated with purpose "Spare" are re-locatable specials.
12. In addition to the lighting instruments shown, each Lighting Plot has 2 openings, one in the stage back and another in the C-Clamp
13. The house lighting console is an Electronic Theatre Controls Expression 2e with 850 channels. The house dimming system is Electronic Theatre Controls Sensor Dimmers with OEM control modules.
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